The Effect of School and Teacher Themed Movies on Pre-service Teachers’ Professional Attitudes and Perceived Self-Efficacy

Abstract
The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of school and teacher themed movies on pre-service teachers’ attitudes towards their profession and their perceived self-efficacy. As qualitative and quantitative research approaches were employed during data collection procedure, mixed methodology was adopted in this study. In the study, one of the mixed research designs, explanatory design model was used. The study was conducted with 102 second grade students who were enrolled to education faculty’s primary education departments such as Primary, Mathematics, Social Sciences and Science Teacher Training Divisions. As quantitative data collection instruments, “Teacher Profession Attitude Scale” developed by Çetin and self-efficacy scale developed and its validity and reliability study conducted by the researchers were used in data collection process. In qualitative data collection procedure, semi-structured interview form prepared by the researchers and the letters written by the students after the study were used. In the study, a six-week different movie presentation activity and discussions about the movies were conducted. At the end of the activity, interviews were carried on and letter application was performed. Obtained data analysis revealed that educational movies affected meaningfully students’ attitudes towards teacher profession and their perceived self-efficacy in a positive side. In the attitudes towards the profession, it was seen that students progressed in “love, value, and adaptation” dimensions. In addition, positive advances were seen in students’ perceived self-efficacy beliefs. Studies aimed to be conducted on this issue are significant for the use of educational movies in teacher training institutions.
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reflective teaching practices in teachers’ training. Reflection is recognized as a tool in the professional preparation of prospective teachers (Tan, 2006; Ünver, 2003). Reflective teaching on the other hand is the combination of a questioning approach foregrounding care for others’ feelings and constructivism in teaching and the inclusion of creative problem-solving activities (Henderson, 1996 cited in Bölükbaş, 2004). Consequently a reflective teacher is the one who cultivates his/her skills according to students’ needs (Darling-Hammond, 2000). Pennington (1992 cited in Vitonova & Miller, 2002) has reported that reflective teaching plays crucial role in both teaching and learning activities.

One of the effective methods of elevating reflective skill within prospective teachers is employing movies in stimulating students’ attention, motivation, and comprehension (Tan, 2006). In that sense, it is believed that prospective teachers’ interaction with the characters, situations, or dilemmas in movies would be influential in their professional attitude and perception of self-sufficiency. One of the concepts best illustrating this interaction is the concept of self-sufficiency that occupies a major place in social cognitive theory of Bandura. This concept which is related to a person’s faith in his/her own success in any given profession refers to self-trust concept, but it also relates to one's faith in creating the desired teaching outcomes, capacity of affecting students’ performance, their faith in providing effective teaching and training (Ashton, 1984; Atıcı, 2000; Bandura, 1997; Guskey & Passaro, 1994; Pajares & Schunk, 2001; Schunk, 1988; Tschanne-Moran & Hoy, 2001).

Taking into account the fact that faith in self-sufficiency may be influential in teacher behaviors such as effort, feedback, and field training provision (Enochs & Riggs, 1990; Gibson & Dembo, 1984), it can be argued that the higher faith of self-sufficiency is significant in elevating the quality of training rendered by prospective teachers.

The relevant studies in literature related to the concept of self-sufficiency are mostly centered around the relationship of prospective teachers’ self-sufficiency faith to variances such as gender, age, academic success, class (Akbaş & Çelikkaleti, 2006; Coşkun & Ilgar, 2004; Gerçek, Yılmaz, Köseoğlu, & Soran, 2006; Kahyaoglu & Yangin, 2007; Keskin & Orgun, 2006; Mirzoeoğlu, Akgar, & Boşnak 2007; Pamuk & Peker, 2009), the impact of ‘School Experience I’ course on self-sufficiency (Otacöglu, 2008), the effect of problem-based learning approach on self-sufficiency faith level in science teaching (Altunçekiç, Yaman, & Koray 2005; Yaman & Yalçın, 2005), the impacts of instructional games, e-learning, cognitive style, computer-based concept maps and learning on self-sufficient perception (Güngör & Aşkar, 2004; Tzeng, 2009; Yağz, 2007). On the other hand, the number of researches on the effect of movies on teachers’ professional self-sufficiency perception is limited, even missing. There are however certain studies analyzing the effect of movies on teaching and teachers’ training but these researches are not exclusive to self-sufficiency perception. Besides, these studies are not yet sufficient in number (McCormick, 2007).

As reported by Cohen (1999 cited in Trier, 2002) movies are potentially more powerful and effective than printed texts in transferring the ideas and knowledge. Wenger (1943) also regards that movies are essential to ensure success in teaching and they also act as vital materials in teachers’ training.

When certain relevant studies in international literature are analyzed, it appears that in these studies movies are examined with respect to professional prejudices, emotional impact created by the scenes, interaction between professional life and personal life, image of school on screen, undesired behaviors at school, image of popular teacher etc. (Brunner, 1994, 1998; Considene, 1985; Giroux, 1994; Mitchell & Weber, 1999; Robertson, 1995; Trier, 2002). On the other hand, it is realized that these researches on the whole spare no place to perception of professional self-sufficiency. Furthermore, as national literature is analyzed, it also surfaces that the researches dwelling on the effect of movies are limited, even missing. In this context, it is believed that use of real-life movies in teachers’ training programs via reflective practices may be effective in the professional attitude and self-sufficiency perception of prospective teachers.

Research Objective

The aim of present research is to analyze the effect of school and teacher-centered movies in the professional attitude and self-sufficiency perception of prospective teachers.

Method

Research Pattern

In research process, mixed method where quantitative and qualitative approaches are handled in unity has been employed. In this research, explanatory design model— one of the designs of mixed method
Explanatory design requires the use of qualitative data to support, clarify and reinterpret quantitative data (Patton, 2002).

**Study Group**

The research has been conducted amongst 102 randomly selected 2nd year students (sophomore) studying at Erzincan University, Faculty of Education Department of Primary Education Teaching Class Teaching, Primary Education Mathematics Teaching Departments, Science Teaching and Social Sciences Teaching Departments.

**Data Gathering Process**

In order to detect students’ attitudes towards teaching profession and perception of self-sufficiency, a pre-test has been employed. Later, prospective teachers’ have been invited to watch six relevant movies illustrating the appropriate context (The Chorus, School of Life, Emperors’ Club, Dead Poets’ Society, Freedom Writers and 50 Brave Violinists). After each single movie, prospective teachers have been allowed to discuss for a few hours about the movie and teaching profession. Following this 6-week, 30-hour lasting implementation and discussion process, a scale practice in the form of final-test has been executed to detect professional attitude and perception of self-sufficiency of prospective teachers. Additionally amongst 16 prospective teachers who were selected randomly and in equal numbers from each department, interviews have been conducted via semi-structured interview forms. Furthermore volunteering prospective teachers have been asked to narrate in a letter their own feelings on the movies to faculty director.

**Data Gathering Tool**

In the research qualitative and quantitative data gathering tools have been employed as data gathering tools. As qualitative data gathering tool, “Teaching Profession Attitude Scale” with 35 items and 3 sub-factors developed by Çetin (2006) has been used. The scale consists of sub-factors namely “love”, “value”, “harmony”. Internal consistency coefficient of scale has been found as α=0.89.

In order to designate self-sufficiency perception of prospective teachers, the researchers have developed “Teaching Profession Self Sufficiency Scale”. Following scale reliability analyses, the scale which originally consisted of 25 items have been reduced to one-factor structure with 17 items. Internal consistency coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha) of scale has been found as α=0.89. It has been realized that Cronbach’s alpha value likely to emerge in case of item elimination cannot exceed α=0.89. According to these findings it can be argued that internal consistency of items is high, this consistency is likely to decrease once the items are eliminated; hence the scale is accepted to be sufficiently reliable.

In factor analysis applied for validity tests, in order to test the appropriateness of scale, the value of the employed Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin Test (KMO) Measuring the Appropriateness of Sampling Adequacy value should not be less than .50; the closer this value to 1 is, measurement appropriateness of the survey is considered to be higher (Kalaycı, 2006). According to the results of analysis, KMO (Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin) coefficient of scale is 0.82 which indicates that measurement appropriateness of the survey is quite sufficient. Besides, Barlett’s test of homogeneity has been detected as 775,771 and significance level as .00 which points to the fact that survey items have gathered under shared factors. On the other hand it has been realized that scale items are within 41% level of the total variance explained under one single factor. According to Büyüköztürk (2010), in one-factor scales, 30% or higher amount of explained total variance is sufficient in one-factor scales. It has also been witnessed that factor load values obtained by scale items under one factor are between 0.77 and 0.46 which proves that applied survey hereby is valid and reliable.

Semi-structured interviews formed by the researcher after receiving expert views and the letters written to school director by participant students have been used as qualitative data gathering tool. During the process of qualitative data gathering, 4 different experts (Psychological Consulting and Guidance, Teaching Programs and Training, Measurement and Evaluation) have been asked to review the interview form. The conformity of the scale’s language to Turkish has been checked according to the views taken from an expert in the field of Turkish Teaching. Three of the experts are already PhD graduates, one is currently writing his/her PhD thesis. Feedbacks shared on the web and received from measurement tool have been compared with the experts; subsequent to required changes, language compatibility of the scale has been examined and required changes have been performed.
Data Analysis

In data analysis SPSS15 package program and Nvivo 7 package programs have been employed. In data analysis, t-test, one-way variance analysis, LSD test, Wilcoxon signed ranks, Kruskal Wallis H, Mann Whitney U tests have been used. In the analysis of qualitative data on the other hand, Nvivo7 package program has been utilized. Qualitative data obtained throughout research process has been classified via coding method. These classifications have given way to more generalized classifications and findings have been gathered thereby. During the process of qualitative data analysis, triangulation method has been adopted. Codings created by two different researchers have been compared with the codings of researchers and required corrections have been actualized.

In the analysis of qualitative data, context analysis approach has been followed. Context analysis comprises of the processes of combining similar data around certain concepts and themes and interpreting after organizing them in a way comprehensible to the reader (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005). Hence the method aims to be safe from subjective factors in understanding and interpreting the discourse (Bilgin 2006).

Results

The results of pre-test conducted amidst prospective teachers to detect their attitudes towards teaching profession have manifested that with respect to love factor, there is a meaningful difference in favor of social sciences teachers compared to science and class teachers. The general total of test data has demonstrated that compared to science teachers there is a meaningful difference in favor of mathematics, class and social sciences teachers.

Subsequent to pre-test, school and teacher centered movies have been presented. Final test results have demonstrated no significant differentiation. According to pre-test and final-test results t-test analysis results, school and teacher centered movies practice has created a meaningful differentiation in favor of final test in the general total as well as “love” factor of prospective teachers’ attitude towards the profession.

Following the presentation of school and teacher centered movies prospective teachers’ have been asked whether any changes happened in their thoughts towards profession compared to previous year and it has been found out that prospective teachers’ thoughts as regards teaching profession have changed in the desired way with respect to factors love, value, harmony and self-trust and data obtained from interviews have centered around these concepts. Besides, teachers’ views submitted certain data compatible with “Teaching Profession Attitude Scale” sub-dimensions; however “self-trust” feeling emerging from student views demonstrated a different structure not similar to the scale. Pajares ve Schunk (2001) report that although self sufficiency concept evokes self-trust concept, it covers a kind of self trust specific to learning more exclusive duties.

Additionally, during the interviews conducted amongst prospective teachers following the presentation of school and teacher centered movies, prospective teachers reported that the most effective factor that has the potential to alienate them from teaching profession would be feeling of uselessness (insufficiency) for their students. Besides they expressed that practicing teaching profession created an intense feeling of "excitement". Prospective teachers have also reported that possessing teacher identity created an intense responsibility of "role-modeling" in their minds.

It is considered that the intense feeling of “role-modeling” associated with the future plans of prospective teachers is closely related to the perception of self sufficiency obtained by teachers. According to results of pre-test Kruskal Wallis Test conducted after the presentation of school and teacher centered movies to detect the self-sufficiency perceptions of prospective teachers, there has been no meaningful differentiation amidst groups. According to inter-group Kruskal Wallis test final test results, subsequent to the presentation, there has been no meaningful differentiation amidst groups with respect to their professional self-sufficiency perceptions.

In the practice, according to pre-test, final-test Wilcoxon signed ranks test results, there is a meaningful differentiation between pre-test and final test scores from “Teaching Profession Self Sufficiency Scale” obtained by participant prospective teachers, $z = -2.42, p<0.05$. Taking into account the rank average and sum of differential scores it is realized that observed difference is in favor of positive ranks; final test score in other terms.

The letters written by prospective teachers have shown that teachers’ professional self-sufficiency perceptions were on the whole lower than the level before watching the movies. Prospective teachers have particularly emphasized the significance of movies in realizing the potential problems they can face during actual teaching process.
Discussion

In the light of data gathered from the responses rendered by prospective teachers to relevant scale items following the presentation of school and teacher centered movies throughout 2009–2010 fall academic term, the interview reports, discussion surveys conducted after each movie show, letters written by prospective teachers to school director it can be argued that school and teacher centered movies have a desirable effect on the attitudes of prospective teachers towards teaching profession.

In comparison to previous year, professional perceptions of prospective teachers have performed an improvement with respect to dimensions “love”, “value” and “harmony”. In addition to all, prospective teachers have reported that with respect to “self trust” dimension, they acquired different thoughts from the previous year. The emergence of change particularly in “love”, “value” and “harmony” dimensions is noteworthy since they prove the existence of compatibility with the data gathering tool used in current research.

Prospective teachers have reported that on accounts of several reasons they would possibly feel alienated from teaching profession which they attribute various meanings in love, value, harmony and self trust dimensions; these problems are low salaries, terrorist activities, monotony in profession, the fear of failing KPSS (Public Personnel Selection Examination), substructure, environmental conditions, inattention of families and in particular the feeling of insufficiency towards students. Despite all, teaching profession has created an intense feeling of “excitement” amidst prospective teachers. This finding may be indicative of the fact prospective teachers’ attitude towards teaching profession has developed in the desired way because regardless of all negations the profession itself achieved to create such intense feeling of “excitement” amidst prospective teachers. This finding may be indicative of the fact prospective teachers’ attitude towards teaching profession has developed in the desired way because regardless of all negations the profession itself achieved to create such intense feeling of “excitement” amidst prospective teachers. Additiona- lly hope, assistance, curiosity, happiness, pride and responsibility are the rest of feelings created by teaching profession amidst prospective teachers. Another noteworthy point focused during the interviews is the emphasis attributed by prospective teachers to the concept of professional responsibility. It has been underlined by prospective teachers that as a teacher one must particularly possess the feature of “role modeling” in addition to responsibilities such as “self improvement”, “gaining self trust”, “being useful”. The teachers have reported that the most touching scene in the movie shows was related to the traces of “teachers on their students” which can be taken as a sign of the professional responsibility awareness amidst prospective teachers. Besides, prospective teachers have stated that they were also greatly impressed by the scenes focusing on “teachers’ ambition”, “teachers’ faith in their students” and “altruism of teachers”.

It has been detected that prospective teachers’ perceptions of professional self-sufficiency were also positively affected from the practice. The expressions found in prospective teachers’ letters in particular are supportive of this finding. It can be argued that prospective teachers’ self-sufficiency perceptions have improved significantly in terms of in-class communication, interaction and effect on students which is attributed to the “legendary teacher” model employed in movies. Prospective teachers have reported that facing actual teaching situations furnished them professionally and also eliminated their worries regarding the profession. In that sense it can deduced be suggested that school and teacher centered movies shall be positively effective on the professional attitudes of prospective teachers. The findings obtained from the applied scale and received letters can also be categorized as supportive views of the previous deduction.
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